
  

 

Abstract— In this paper, a new design prototype of the 

huggable robot Probo is presented. The new robotic head (21 

DOF) is actuated only with servomotors and all the 

components are manufactured using cheap, flexible and easy 

technologies, providing a safe, compliant and modular design, 

able to express emotions in a natural and realistic way. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Probo is a social robot developed as a platform to study 

Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) for use in Robot Assisted 

Therapy (RAT), with autistic children as a target group. The 

existing prototype has a fully actuated head containing 20 

DOF. A camera, microphone and touch sensors allow the 

operator to perceive everything the robot perceives, and 

change the speech and emotional expressions accordingly 

[1].  

II. MOTIVATION 

Due to the fact that Probo's current prototype is very 

complex and uses expensive actuators and electronics, it is 

rather difficult to reproduce and use it as a social platform 

for HRI or RAT studies by other research groups around the 

world. Hence a new version needs to be developed to meet 

and resolve these drawbacks.  

Because the new version needs to be actuated with 

servomotors, it was necessary to redesign all the subsystems 

of the robot, but maintaining the external aspect and the 

compliant and safe design of the robot. Additionally, the 

aluminum frame and most of 3D printed parts of the head 

were replaced with an acrylic glass frame, respectively parts, 

obtained with laser-cutting technology, reducing the weight 

and also the cost of the robot's head.  

III. NEW ROBOTIC HEAD DESIGN 

The new robotic head design has 21 DOF and consists of 

different functional systems such as the eye-system, the ear-

system, the trunk system, the mouth system and the neck 

system [1]. 

A 10 DOF compact eye system was developed, which 

includes the eyeballs (2 DOF each), the eyelids (1 DOF 

each) and the eyebrows (2 DOF each). The eyes can pan and 
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tilt independently, the eyelids can open and close and 

eyebrow's motion intensify the facial expressions. In this 

case, all the components are manufactured using 3D 

printing technology. 

The ear system has 2 DOF. The ears are represented by 

two helical springs that are placed at 45° from the superior 

part of the head to assure a complex degree of freedom (two 

rotations combined into a single one). By using the two 

helical springs a compliant feeling during interaction is 

provided. 

The trunk system (3 DOF) consists of a foam trunk core 

that is actuated with 3 flexible cables separated 120° apart, 

that are winded around three discs attached to each 

servomotor's arm. This design will produce a spherical 

motion of the trunk. 

The mouth system (3 DOF) has three actuated parts 

(mouth corners and lower lip) and one fixed part that is 

constrained by the frame of the robot. Also, the problem of 

the trunk obscuring the mouth was solved by the new silicon 

mouth design that has bigger dimensions. 

The neck system (3 DOF) has the ability to nod, bend 

and rotate the entire robotic head. These motions require 

powerful actuators and some estimation about the necessary 

motor torques and speeds had to be made. To provide this 

information, it was necessary to estimate also the robot's 

dimensions, weight and type of used materials. For this 

system, the actuators chosen are high torque servomotors. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented the first steps toward the 

development of a new design prototype of the huggable 

robot Probo. Due to the fact that the design phase is already 

finished, the next steps include the construction, the 

actuation and the achievement of the expressive and 

emotional behavior of the robot. 
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